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                   LET’S ENJOY GAUDI IN A RESPONSIBLE WAY! 

 

 
 

Objectius  

1. Reflect upon tourism and identify different advantages and disadvantages of tourism in 
Barcelona. 

2. Look for specific information on Gaudi's architecture and responsible tourism. 
3. Identify and describe Gaudi's works and designs. 
4. Provide solutions to promote responsible tourism. 
5. Create, collaboratively in groups, a tourist guide of Gaudi to foster the responsible 

tourism in Barcelona. 
 

 

Descripció de la proposta  

How has Gaudi architecture made Barcelona so unique in the world? Is tourism positive or 
negative for Barcelona? Tourism can be good for Barcelona, however, we have to reduce the 
negative impact of tourism in the city and now it is in our hands. How can we do it? This project 
will provide you with the clues you need to create a tourist guide of Gaudi to promote the 
responsible tourism in the city.  
 

Driving question: How can we create a tourist guide of Gaudi to promote the responsible 
tourism in Barcelona? 

 
 

Aspectes didàctics i metodològics  

Students will be encouraged to discuss tourism and classify advantages and disadvantages of 

tourism in Barcelona. They will also be asked to identify and describe Gaudi's buildings. 

Moreover, they will be asked to look for specific information about Gaudi's buildings and be a 

responsible tourist through a Gaudi tour in Barcelona and ICT resources. Finally, they will be 

encouraged to create a tourist guide in groups. 

Different types of grouping will be used throughout the sessions. Pair, group work and the 

pupils' interaction with experts and tourists will allow the students to use the language in a real 

context of communication. Students will have a role when working in groups (facilitator, 

equipment manager, recorder, reporter and language controller). Moreover, pupils will have the 

opportunity to work individually and self-assess their learning process. 
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Recursos emprats 

- Box: word cards, images and realia (a Gaudi picture, a tourist guide, a tourist, and a map 

of Barcelona). 

- Flashcards: red and green cards, buildings, Gaudi’s works and natural elements.  

- PDI documents: introduction questions, advantages and disadvantages of tourism, 

language frames and solutions.  

- Worksheets: tourist guide draft, mind map, research on Park Güell and self-assessment 

(rubric). 

- Online resources:  

 Ajuntament de Barcelona, Let’s share Barcelona. 

http://meet.barcelona.cat/en/visit-barcelona/lets-share-barcelona  

 Youtube videos: The works of Antonio Gaudi, Barcelona, Lonely Planet, 2013. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHOPdddnLCc 

 Antoni Gaudi Kids Animated Short Stories, Art with Mati and Dada, 2015 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9u7nkjFOyM,   

 Aurasma app. 

 Flick: Images with Creative Commons License. 

 

Continguts, competències i processos que es treballen de forma destacada  

All key competences are embedded throughout the project.  The following contents are worked: 
1. Advantages and disadvantages of tourism. 
2. Gaudi's architecture. 
3. Principles of responsible tourism. 

 
 
Alumnat a qui s’adreça especialment  

This project has been planned for students of 2nd grade of Primary. 

 

Interdisciplinarietat, transversalitat, relacions amb l’entorn 

The content areas of the project are Social Studies and Arts and Crafts   

 

Documents adjunts 

Retrieved from “Materials didàctics del professorat GEP 2 Anglès” 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c162ef_2e04848aa46b45b69ff0f069c6b69006.pdf 

 

Autoria 

 

This element has been created by Lídia Moreno Zambrano from escola Joan Salvat Papasseit 

de Santa Coloma de Gramenet as the final project of the course GEP2. 
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